
GIANTS OF THE SEAS IN MORTAL COMBAT

AIMING BIG GUNS

A modern monster rilled cannon willhurl
a huge projectile, with tremendous force
and frightful destructive possibilities
through some fifteen miles of space. This
is much further than the unaided eye can
see clearly or aim a gun with anything
like effective accuracy, for it is science that
must supplement the eye and bring to its
aid certain delicately adjusted instruments,
before the shots of these great guns can
be made fruitful at long range. Assisted
by these instruments it Is not only pos-

sible but probable that a skilled gunner

would be able to hit an enemy's battleship
at a distance of six miles, or even further,
from the muzzle of his gun.

In the first place it must be understood
that the projectiles lired from these great
guns do not travel In straight lines, but in
curves; and that their range or point of
contact with the earth is determined by
the angle of the elevation of the gun barrel.
The required angle of elevation of cacti
gun in order to throw a shot a certain
distance, is known to its gunner. Hen-e,
if the distance of a ship or other object
from the gun is known, the gunner has only
to elevate his gun to the proper angle, aim
It so that it will be in line with the target

and fire, with the certainty that his shot
will strike the mark or near to it.

Thus, it will be seen, that the important
thing is to determine quickly and accur-

ately the distance of the object to be hit
from the gun that Is to do the hitting, and
right here that science steps in with the
range finder, the sladimetre, the range in-|
dicator, the range telegraph and other
similar instruments. These Instruments
have been perfected until today the dis-
tance of an object from a given point can
be determined from them with marvelous
quickness and accuracy.

The basic principle of the modern rang*-

finder is found in trigonometry. There are
two methods employed. The simpler
method requires but one operator, and is
used where the distance from an object to

the instrument has been previously ascer-
tained. The adjusting telescope is first
directed at the object whose distance is
known, and then turned until pointed at
the object the range of which it is desired

to determine. The angle made between
the two points is recorded; and thus the
finding of the distance to the second object

becomes an easily solved problem in trigo-
nometry. It will be seen that this method
would not be available on board a con-
stantly moving battleship, or where it is
Impossible to lire measure the distance be-
tween a given object and the point of ob-
servation. It is used in harbors to find
the range of approaching vessels, and the
operator is usually stationed on an eleva-
tion near the batteries, with which he is in
close communication. The instant the
range of a hostile vessel is found, it can be
signaled to the battery, and the guns
aimed and fired at once.

The second method is based on the same
principle, but requires two operators and
constant telegraphic communication be-

tween them and the batteries. Two men, j
with their instruments and adjusting tele-
scopes, are stationed at a known distance
from each other. Kaeh points his telescope

at the object whose range it Is desired to
tind, and the angles made between the
known base lino and the two imaginary
lines drawn from the observers to the ob-
ject are measured. Thus one side and two
adjacent angles of a triangle, whose vortex

Is the object, are known; and a simple
mathematical calculation gives the re-
quired distan; c.

This is the method employed on board
battleships, where the target, as well as
the point of observation, may be in con- \u25a0
stant motion and the range is continually j
changing. To make the range-tinder ef- !
fective under such conditions, the differ-
ent distances indicated by the range-ilnd- ;

!er must be instantly and constantly trans- I
Imlttcd to the gunners. This work is done
by the range telegraph, by means of which
the ascertained range, at any given mo-
ment, is indicated silently and accurately
to each gunner. In this way the guns of
a ship can be kept constantly trained on
an appropaching or retreating vessel, and
their fire be made very effective.

The wind and the condition of the at-
mosphere must also be taken into account
when firing one of these great guns. The
denser the air the greater resistance It of-

j fers to the passage of the projectile. A
| wind will also change considerably the
path of a missile. In preparing the range
jtables for the use of the gunners the vari-
! ations for different wind velocities and o£
Iatmospheric density have all been indi-
cated, so that the gunner, knowing from

his. Instruments what the velocity of the
wind or the density of the atmosphere is,
can adjust his aim accordingly.

This, briefly, tells the story of how these
great guns are aimed with such deadly
accuracy that their heavy projectiles can
be sent crashing through the sides of a
hostile war vessel o» hurling death and
destruction in city or fort, miles away from
their black muzzles. No armor has ever
yet been invented capable of resisting the
force of the impact of one,of their heaviest
missiles, and solid walls of hardest rock
cannot stand up against their blows.

The gunnery of today Is a science, re-
quiring skilled and especially educated men
to direct it, and has reached a condition of
effectiveness never dreamed of by the
smoke-begrimed heroes of a hundred or
even fifty years ago.?Buffalo Times.

Freedom Forever!
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